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A B S T R A C T

Context: Data quality should be at the core of many Artificial Intelligence initiatives from the very first
moment in which data is required for a successful analysis. Measurement and evaluation of the level of quality
are crucial to determining whether data can be used for the tasks at hand. Conscientious of this importance,
industry and academia have proposed several data quality measurements and assessment frameworks over the
last two decades. Unfortunately, there is no common and shared vocabulary for data quality terms. Thus, it
is difficult and time-consuming to integrate data quality analysis within a (Big) Data workflow for performing
Artificial Intelligence tasks. One of the main reasons is that, except for a reduced number of proposals,
the presented vocabularies are neither machine-readable nor processable, needing human processing to be
incorporated.
Objective: This paper proposes a unified data quality measurement and assessment information model. This
model can be used in different environments and contexts to describe data quality measurement and evaluation
concerns.
Method: The model has been developed as an ontology to make it interoperable and machine-readable. For
better interoperability and applicability, this ontology, BIGOWL4DQ, has been developed as an extension of a
previously developed ontology for describing knowledge management in Big Data analytics.
Conclusions: This extended ontology provides a data quality measurement and assessment framework required
when designing Artificial Intelligence workflows and integrated reasoning capacities. Thus, BIGOWL4DQ can
be used to describe Big Data analysis and assess the data quality before the analysis.
Result: Our proposal has been validated with two use cases. First, the semantic proposal has been assessed
using an academic use case. And second, a real-world case study within an Artificial Intelligence workflow
has been conducted to endorse our work.
. Introduction

Nowadays, the rising volume and the heterogeneity of the types of
ata made necessary the development of Big Data technologies that
acilitate data preparation and Artificial Intelligence (AI) analysis [1].
t is also crucial to define a context where the data quality terms
ust be specified [2]. To achieve the data quality requirements, data
reparation must be performed, but it is not a recipe applied to a
ataset; it must be closely related to the specific levels of data quality
equired for the intended use, depending on the organisation and the
oment. Frequently, data scientists consider the actions needed for
ata quality management only locally for their problem [3]. With
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broader visions of data quality across data for several issues, the efforts
achieved to increase data quality can be reduced and shared [4]. For
this reason, it is necessary to use a Data Quality Assessment Framework,
such as SparkDQ [5], Drunken Data Quality [6], Deequ [7], or Apache
Griffin [8], that enables sharing of data quality assessment and im-
provement results as part of a context-aware Data Preparation Process.
However, as we propose in this work, the Data Quality Assessment
frameworks do not assess their data quality rules during the design
phase to find flaws or inconsistencies before applying them.

The wide range of contexts in which the same data can potentially
be used makes it necessary to define a standard view of the quality
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of data repositories. This is even more necessary due to the wide
variety of sources required to feed data repositories, derived from the
necessity to integrate various data requirements and formats. Typically,
the main activities of the data preparation process are exploration,
structure, cleaning, and shaping [9]. One reason why this process is
widely recognised as the most time-consuming task for data analysis
is because of the lack of shared information throughout the process
about the dataset, including the data’s structure and semantics and
the data quality levels [10]. In this sense, it is necessary to recall
that, without adequate mechanisms, only humans can process raw data,
typically coming from various sources with different structures and
representation/implementation but with the same meaning.

Consequently, actions related to data preparation largely depend on
the understanding that humans can extract from the data, including
levels of data quality. Thus, it can be said that the mechanism of data
preparation depends on the knowledge humans have acquired from
observing and using the data. The data preparation process will be
benefited from optimising by automating some of these efforts [11].

Business rules are related to data quality in two leastwise ways.
First, they let to guide the company’s decisions in its daily operations.
Second, they permit the auditing of data produced by existing processes
for compliance with external regulations and internal business policies
and goals. Thus, business rules offer new perspectives to improve data
quality which is essential to have high-quality data to ensure that the
results of data analysis are reliable and valuable [12,13].

In this paper, we focus on automating the production and sharing
of the data quality assessment results, integrating these results with the
metadata of the Big Data workflows, to make the process of applying
Artificial Intelligence techniques more efficient. To achieve this goal,
we start with BIG data analytics OWL ontology (BIGOWL) [2] and the
ntology approach to support knowledge management in Big Data
nalytics. BIGOWL includes concepts for representing Big Data analyt-
cs workflows, including different dimensions: components, workflow
efinition, and domain knowledge. Details are described in a functional
lassification that helps them be found when building workflows. How-
ver, BIGOWL does not include relevant data management dimensions,
uch as cybersecurity or data quality. To fill this void, we propose to
dd the data quality dimension since, as previously said, data quality
anagement must be closed before applying AI solutions (i.e., Machine

earning, Deep Learning, Optimisation).
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)1 proposed the Data Quality

ocabulary (DQ-Vocab),2 which provides a metadata model for data
uality. However, DQ-Vocab or other existing ontologies [14–18] do
ot cover the relationship between data quality and data use. Most data
uality assessment methodologies [19] directly point to the need to
tate and validate the corresponding business rules to support the mea-
urement and assessment of data quality. In that regard, it is interesting
o note that the Decision Model and Notation (DMN) [20] supports the
odelling and evaluation of business rules, described using an expres-

ive language called S-FEEL (Simplified Friendly Enough Expression
anguage) that combines fundamental expressions [21,22]. Using DMN
ables, there are frameworks [23–25] for modelling and evaluation of
ata quality rules that follow the DMN standard. DMN4DQ a framework
hat uses the rules to represent the user requirements for the quality
f the data in the context of use to generate a recommendation on the
sability of the data is presented in [25]. This recommendation is based
n evaluating the quality of the data for this context of use. However,
n this framework, the rules are not evaluated to identify flaws or
nconsistencies before they have been executed. For this reason, we
ropose the creation of the BIGOWL4DQ ontology, whose main aim

is representing and consolidating data quality knowledge for Big Data
analytics.

1 https://www.w3.org/.
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/.
2

BIGOWL4DQ extends BIGOWL with data quality dimensions, which
provide mechanisms for improving the reasoning capacity and facilitate
the incorporation of data quality tasks in Big Data workflows. Thus,
our threefold objectives are (1) to represent actionable knowledge
to automate the process of better-supporting data preparation; (2) to
reduce the complexity of defining the main concepts of Data Quality
management within a context-aware Data Preparation Process; and
(3) to assess the correctness and completeness of the data quality
rules. The challenge of guaranteeing the accuracy of data quality rules,
specifically identifying inconsistent or incomplete rules. For example,
DMN decision tables are raised by using DMN decision tables as a
specification vehicle for crucial business decisions [26]. Reasoning
employing BIGOWL4DQ annotations helps identify errors in the rules
at the specification stage, which may help avoid costly flaws later on
during the design and execution of business processes. We complement
the OWL 2 axioms with SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) [27]
rules for the reasoning process.

1.1. Contributions

The main contributions of this study are:

• The proposed ontology, BIGOWL4DQ, which has been designed
and implemented for a comprehensive solution that integrates
and appropriately relates the measurement, assessment, and cre-
ation of a suggestion for using data through business rules.

• A semantic approach has been modelled and implemented to an-
notate all the meta-data involved from business rules for defining
the main concepts of Data Quality measurement, management,
and Data Quality assessment.

• BIGOWL4DQ has been designed to include SWRL rules for evalu-
ating the correctness and completeness of business rules for data
quality in measurement, assessment, and usability decisions.

• The semantic model is evaluated in two contexts, one from an
academic use case and the other from a practical use case of smart
farms related to soil sensor networks.

1.2. Structure of this work

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
the background needed to understand the proposal and the related
work; Section 3 details the semantic method required to assess the
data quality using the case study from [25] to illustrate the proposal;
Section 4 presents the application of our proposal to the case study;
in Section 5 we point out the main threads to validity of this work;
Discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Foundations

This section introduces the theoretical foundations required to de-
velop the investigation introduced in this manuscript. There are two
important groups: one aimed at introducing concepts related to the
representation of ontologies and the other dedicated to the field of
data quality measurement. A review of the state-of-the-art is also given
to highlight the main differences between the related works and the
proposed approach.

2.1. Background concepts on ontology and representation of knowledge

An ontology offers a formal representation of the real world [28]. It
provides properties of each idea, which describe numerous aspects and
qualities of concepts (classes of concepts), limitations on properties, and
an explicit explanation of concepts in a domain of discourse. A knowl-
edge base comprises an ontology and a collection of unique instances
of classes, and it provides services to encourage interoperability across
various heterogeneous systems and databases [29].

https://www.w3.org/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/
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OWL is an ontology language based on decidable subsets of first-
order logic: Description Logics (DL). As for DL in OWL, we can differen-
tiate between the T-Box (concepts, relationships and constraints) [30]
and the A-Box (relations between individuals and concepts). OWL
as a Knowledge Representation Model enables automated inference
processes to extract implicit knowledge from a knowledge base. The
use of OWL also enables homogenisation in the description process
using the explicit knowledge represented, easing the integration of
different datasets. The OWL 2 Web Ontology Language, informally
OWL 2, is the latest W3C Recommendation for ontologies. There are
some OWL 2 editors, but the most well-known is Protégé.3 It can be
used as a standalone application or a Web-based tool, enabling the team
development of OWL ontologies.

Semantic Web Rule Language(SWRL)4 is a W3C proposal to combine
OWL 2 with the Rule Markup Language (RuleML). However, it only
applies to the OWL DL subset and the Unary/Binary Datalog RuleML
sublanguages. SWRL can be evaluated using existing OWL 2 Reasoners.
Thus, this language increases the reasoning capabilities of OWL 2 with
production rules.

OWL-based ontologies are given procedural knowledge by the Se-
mantic Web Rule Language (SWLR), which makes up for some of the
shortcomings of ontology inference, notably in recognising semantic
links between instances [31]. SWRL includes a high-level abstract syn-
tax for Horn-like rules.5 Model-theoretic semantics provides the formal

eaning of OWL 2 ontologies, including rules written in this abstract
yntax. An OWL 2 ontology is made up of a list of rules and facts. Each
ule has an antecedent and a consequent, where if the antecedent is
rue, then the consequent must be satisfied. Facts are rules without an
ntecedent.

SWRL provides the typical logic expression ‘‘𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 ⇒

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡’’ to represent semantic rules. The antecedent of the pair
(rule body) and the consequent (rule head) can be conjunctions of one
or more atoms written as ‘‘𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚1∧𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚2∧⋯∧𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑛’’. Each atom has one
or more associated parameters, which are denoted by a question mark
and a variable (e.g., ?𝑥). The typical uses of SWRL include the transfer
of characteristics and inferring the existence of new individuals [32].

Both TBox and ABox are used in the reasoning processes of OWL 2.
As in the case of ontology editors, many tools are available to perform
querying, inference, and reasoning tasks on ontologies. Reasoners aim
at finding implicit knowledge in the ontologies by applying a set of
reasoning mechanisms, such as:

• Satisfiability : Check whether an ontology class can be instantiated.
• Subsumption: Check whether any ontology constraint is implied

by the rest of the constraints.
• Classification:

– Calculate the set of subclasses of each class explicitly, i.e. de-
termine whether there are implicit subclasses.

– Calculate whether two concepts are synonymous.
– Calculate the most specific class to which an instance be-

longs.

• Consistency : Check whether the instances defined within an on-
tology satisfy all the restrictions.

As stated before, in this work, we extend with data quality concepts
the ontology BIGOWL, whose main aim is to provide a broad vocab-
ulary of terms related to Big Data analytics processes, including their
components and how they are integrated, from data sources to analytics
visualisation. This ontology was created using the OWL 2 ontology
language, which uses classes to represent concepts and data attributes

3 https://protege.stanford.edu/.
4 https://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/.
5
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https://www.w3.org/2005/rules/wg/wiki/Horn_Rules_Semantics.html. t
Table 1
Data quality dimensions by Wang et al. [39]. Data quality dimensions are the criteria
for defining data quality category. Data quality dimensions indicate concepts, principles,
and procedures for describing, measuring, analysing, and improving the critical aspects
of data. Each row of the table represents the category and its dimensions.

Data quality
category

Data quality dimension

Intrinsic Accuracy, objectivity, believability, reputation
Accessibility Access, security
Contextual Relevancy, value-added, timeliness, completeness,

amount of data
Representational Interpretability, ease of understanding, concise

representation, and consistent representation

Table 2
Inherent data quality characteristics from ISO 25012 [40]. A generic data quality model
that applies to structured data stored in an information system is defined by the ISO
25012 standard. It establishes five basic quality dimensions common to any standard:
accuracy, completeness, consistency, credibility and currentness.

Inherent data
quality
characteristics

Definition

Accuracy The degree to which data have attributes that correctly
represent the true value of the intended attribute of a
concept or event in a specific context of use.

Completeness The degree to which subject data associated with an entity
has values for all expected attributes and related entity
instances in a specific context of use.

Consistency The degree to which data has attributes that are free from
contradiction and are coherent with other data in a specific
context of use.

Credibility The degree to which data has attributes that are regarded as
true and believable by users in a specific context of use.

Currentness The degree to which data has attributes that are of the right
age in a specific context of use

or object properties to describe relations. BIGOWL includes 184 classes,
66 individuals, 488 axioms, 16 object properties, and 20 data properties
(individual attributes). In addition, BIGOWL also supports reasoning
thanks to the formulation of semantic rules to deduce new information
from existing knowledge. These rules are formulated in SWRL and are
used to perform semantic reasoning jobs mainly devoted to checking
the consistency of workflows. Reasoning tasks are evaluated in this
work using Pellet [33], an open-source Java based OWL 2 reasoner.

2.2. Data quality background

Data quality is generally understood as fitness for use [34]. There
are frameworks and proposals [5–8,23–25] for assessing data qual-
ity. They usually focus on satisfying data quality as the fundamental
guarantee for data-based research, decision-making, and service [35–
37]. However, to judge data quality in a given context [38], one or
more criteria are necessary to evaluate or assess the quality. These
criteria are commonly known as data quality dimensions in the scientific
literature [39] or data quality characteristics in the context of ISO
standards [40]. The set of various data quality characteristics that are
useable and eligible (e.g., to describe the most representative user
data quality requirements) is called data quality model. Over the years,
several authors and practitioners have provided their own data quality
model adapted to their specific context of use. However, two of the
most widely used and referenced are the one proposed by [39] (see
Table 1) or the one proposed by [40] (see Table 2).

It is necessary to deploy a specific measurement method to determine
hether a dataset has an adequate level of quality for an exact data
uality dimension or characteristic representing a particular data qual-
ty requirement. The measurement method typically depends on the
echnology in which the data set is implemented [25,41]. Furthermore,

o calculate the measurement, a specific set of business rules must be

https://protege.stanford.edu/
https://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
https://www.w3.org/2005/rules/wg/wiki/Horn_Rules_Semantics.html
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Fig. 1. Data Quality Measurement Information Model (DQMIM) [44] the referred terms
by following ISO/IEC 15939 as a basis. These terms refer to the data quality employing
concepts as an entity, attribute, and measurable concept.

conveniently selected and grouped for all data quality chosen charac-
teristics [42]. The measurement result, typically calculated as the ratio
of data records that do not violate the stated business rules and the total
number of records, must then be compared with the specific threshold
values representing the organisation’s risk appetite for the task at hand.
If the comparison is unfavourable, data quality analysts must decide
on discarding or cleaning the data. Besides, depending on how bad the
achieved measurement is obtained and the viability of the operation or
the cost of cleaning the data is disproportionate, it may be easier to
recapture or refuse to use the data. Thus, depending on the violations
of business rules, specific actions must be designed and executed for
data cleaning [43].

One of the most challenging works in the literature has been to
represent the related knowledge that an organisation can manage about
the levels of data quality of their data repositories. Apart from the
specific sets of concepts provided in ISO/IEC 25012, ISO/IEC 25024, at
this point, we would like to highlight two seminal works: DQMIM [44]
and Vocab-DQ.6 DQMIM, which stands for Data Quality Measurement
Information Model (DQMIM), is based on the ISO/IEC 15939 stan-
dard [45] and provides a set of terms related to the measurement of
software quality. These terms were adapted for the data quality, such
as entity, attribute, and measurable concept (see Fig. 1). The main
limitation of this model concerning the proposal of this work lies in
the fact that, although it is sufficiently complete for a high level of
abstraction, it does not allow for the incorporation of concrete details
of the implementation of the measures.

In 2016, the W3C Working Group published Vocab-DQ, a Data
Quality Vocabulary, to gather and align some previous work in the
area with the ISO/IEC 25012 standard [40]. Their main aim was
to provide a framework in which the quality of the datasets could
be adequately described (see Fig. 2). Vocab-DQ is one of the most
important contributions to representing data quality concepts using
semantic web technologies. However, this vocabulary does not have the
semantic capacity to express the relationship between the measurement
and evaluation concepts described in DMN4DQ framework.

2.3. Rule modelling language for data quality description

The definition of data quality requirements through a set of rules
facilitates modelling and a later evaluation with the tools that support

6 https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/.
4

the existing rule-modelling languages. Various standards support the
modelling, description, and evaluation of business rules, such as the
following:

• SBVR7 defines the vocabularies and rules required to commu-
nicate organisations and software tools due to the definition
of common elements. SBVR has a sound theoretical foundation
of formal logic: it is based on first-order predicate logic with
extensions into modal logic, i.e., some deontic forms for express-
ing obligation and prohibition and alethic forms for expressing
necessities and possibilities [46].

• Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)8 combines the OWL DL
and OWL Lite sublanguages. SWRL includes a high-level abstract
syntax for Horn-like rules. Additionally, model-theoretic seman-
tics is given to provide the formal meaning for OWL ontologies,
including rules in this abstract syntax. An OWL ontology is made
up of a list of rules and facts. Each rule has the antecedent, and
consequent, where if the antecedent is true, the consequent must
be satisfied. Facts are rules without an antecedent.

• Production Rule Representation (PRR)9 is an OMG standard to
provide a vendor-neutral rule-model representation in UML for
production rules. The standard provides a set of metamodels
and OCL restrictions to define production rules enabling the
afterwards transformation of those models to any rule engine.

• Decision Model and Notation (DMN)10 is an OMG standard to
obtain and represent decision models through a declarative de-
scription of the form ‘if then’ [47]. It is a standard notation for
capturing decision logic that can be used in general business ap-
plications. DMN facilitates the modelling of repeatable decisions
according to the necessities and is supported by a set of engines,
such as Camunda - DMN Engine11 or Drools - DMN.12 DMN has
also been used to represent data quality rules and validated in
real datasets [20,25].

• RuleML (Rule Markup Language)13 represents a family of lan-
guages for the specification of rules in the web context. RuleML
can be used as a bridge between other OMG languages, such as
SWRL, SBVR or PRR. There exist translators between RuleML and
DMN languages, such as [48].

2.4. Related work

The use of semantics in the area of data quality management can be
summarised in the following major uses [49]:

• Collaborative representation and use of quality-relevant
knowledge. The semantics facilitates the definition of the data
requirements in a structured and shareable way. Besides, se-
mantics enables a machine-processable data format that is also
readable by humans. This representation focuses on defining
vocabularies [50], data dependencies [51], or rules [52].

• Automated identification of conflicting data requirements
into harmonised data. For example, [53] focuses on using se-
mantics to manage incomplete terminologies, irrelevant terms,
outliers, missing values, data categorisation, and duplicated terms
to make data standardisation in the medical data context.

7 https://www.omg.org/spec/SBVR/1.5/About-SBVR/.
8 https://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/.
9 https://www.omg.org/spec/PRR/.

10 https://www.omg.org/dmn/.
11 https://camunda.com/products/dmn-engine/.
12 https://www.drools.org/learn/dmn.html.
13 http://ruleml.org/.

https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/
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https://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
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Fig. 2. Data Quality Vocabulary (DQV) of W3C. DQV provides a framework for describing the quality of a dataset. To express these qualities about a dataset, employ five different
types of quality information represented by the following classes: dqv:QualityAnnotation for describing feedback and quality certificates, dcterms:Standard whose main is to represent
a standard the dataset or its distribution. dqv:QualityPolicy describes a policy governed by data quality concerns. dqv:QualityMeasurement whose goal is to provide a metric value
about the dataset or distribution that delivers quantitative or qualitative information. And finally, prov:Entity describes an entity involved in the provenance of the dataset or
distribution. Furthermore, DQV disposes of concepts and properties for data dimension, metrics, category, etc.
• Semantic definition of data. Ontology elements support the
creation of textual descriptions of the semantics of their classes
and properties. Therefore, data providers can identify concepts
from other ontologies that can be reused for their own data. For
example, in [54], the authors explain how to extract semantic
features of images to define their data.

• Use of semantics data as reference data. Semantics provides an
enormous variety of data from several domains, such as biology,
media, and life sciences, which can be used as trusted reference
data in data quality monitoring. For example, [50] describes the
requirements for legal value and functional dependency in any
domain. This work proposes using RDF to format the data. Thus,
semantics can be employed to compare data with the trusted
reference data.

• Content integration with ontologies. Defining hierarchies and
class relationships in ontologies ease content analysis at several
levels, satisfying their definitions. Besides, the modelisation of
equivalence relationships explicitly helps to analyse the data
without knowing all synonym relationships. For instance, [55] de-
fined conceptual models in a flexible and extendable way, which
allows modelling complex analytical tasks for heterogeneous data
sources.

Regarding data quality ontologies, they have been the subject of
extensive research in recent years, as data quality has become in-
creasingly important in various domains, such as healthcare [16,56],
ground [18], finance [17], and government [57].

Moreover, [58] presents a methodology and an ontology to assess
the data quality, but only when the data is in RDF format. Furthermore,
other approaches help to represent data quality assessment, such as
data Quality Management (DQM) [52,59], Data Cleaning Ontology
5

(DCO) [60], Data Quality Ontology (daQ) [61], Data Quality Vocabu-
lary(DQV) [62] and Fuzzy Quality Data Vocabulary (FQV) [63]. The
ontologies above do not help assess the data quality; instead, they
publish quality reports in a machine-readable manner. From a different
point of view, Reasoning Violation Ontology (RVO) [61] is a dedicated
reasoning error ontology that allows processing data issues. [64] eval-
uates data quality employing semantic rules which can be user-defined
in an ontology for data stream applications. In addition, [15] defines
concepts and data quality measures in healthcare data. [65] presents
an ontology-based data quality framework for relational data stream
management systems that include data quality measurement; this work
briefly describes data quality concepts through an ontology.

Linked Open Data (LOD) [66] and ontologies are used to describe
data quality characteristics due to LOD enables defining the presence of
interlinks between datasets and using ontologies as data schemes [67].
LOD allows facing data quality essential issues such as missing data,
missing entity relationships, and erroneous data values [68]. Further-
more, LOD can transform data from one format to linked data. How-
ever, this transformation can degrade data quality due to various
problems, such as errors introduced at the source, parsing values, or
interpreting [69]. Data integration in LOD from multiple sources does
not continually improve data quality due to contradictory information
from the different sources [70]. Regardless of the total number of in-
tegrated data sources, quality issues persist at the schema and instance
levels [71].

However, many ontologies are inaccessible or are only sparsely
described in published scientific works. In addition, the available on-
tologies do not fulfil our needs completely of creating an ontology for
incorporating data quality dimensions, which provides mechanisms for
conducting reasoning over the data quality annotations and facilitates
the incorporation of the data quality tasks in Big Data workflows.
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Fig. 3. Example of the Business Rule in a DMN table used in Data Quality Assessment.
Each row is a rule describing the evaluation of the data quality by a set of Business
Rule Data Quality Measurement (BR.DQM) combining the results of the measurement
of several data quality dimensions.

Fig. 4. Overview of the relations of the BIGOWL4DQ ontology. BIGOWL4DQ reuses
concepts related to Data Quality and Big Data created previously. Thus, it is aligned
with Data Quality Vocabulary, BIGOWL, and with the standards ISO 25012 and 25024.

3. Semantic model of BIGOWL4DQ

One of the main goals of this study is to represent data quality mea-
surement, management concepts, and relationships in Big Data analysis
using a formalised language supported by an engine to evaluate data
quality rules. For this reason, we opted to extend BIGOWL ontology
with the expressivity of DMN4DQ to describe a set of data quality
rules in a defined domain and context. To the best of our knowledge,
DMN4DQ is the only existing methodology supported by an engine that
can assess the data quality of a dataset, based on a set of data quality
rules that are machine-readable and processable. This is the key reason
why we have based our BIGOWL extension on DMN4DQ.

The proposal of DMN4DQ [25] describes a hierarchical structure
which is defined (from bottom to top) as follows: (i) the Business Rule
for Data Value (BR.DV) evaluates every data record provided as input of
the dataset; (ii) for each data quality characteristic, a Business Rules for
Data Quality Measurement (BR.DQM) combines the retrieved outputs
of the required BR.DVs as input to generate a data quality measure; (iii)
Business Rules for Data Quality Assessment (BR.DQA) uses the outputs
of different DMN tables related to the measurement of a dimension
(BR.DQM) as input to generate a data quality assessment as shown in
the example of Fig. 3; and, (iv) BR.DUD takes the outputs of BR.DQA
as input determines the level of usability of each record.

For sharing the data quality rule vocabulary and the data of the Big
Data workflow, we propose BIGOWL4DQ. This new ontology is aligned
with the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary, which provides an extended
group of concepts regarding the quality of the dataset. It also reuses the
standards ISO 25012 and 25024 as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, BIGOWL4DQ
includes the TBox to represent data quality measurement, management
concepts, and relationships. Therefore, these elements can be used
later to introduce specific use cases through ABox. Furthermore, our
ontology provides a series of Semantic Web Rule Language rules to
validate the correctness and completeness of the business rules.
6

3.1. BIGOWL4DQ: An ontology for data quality management

The main goal of this work is to capture all the semantics needed
to define data quality measurement and assessment. For this reason,
we opt to design a new OWL 2 ontology extending BIGOWL to de-
scribe business rules, data quality characteristics, and quality measures,
among others, in the Big Data context. To this end, the standard Ontol-
ogy 101 development process [28] has been followed, which comprises
seven steps:

1. Determine the domain and scope of the ontology. The main scope
of BIGOWL4DQ is the evaluation and assessment of data quality
in big data environments. This scope involves business rules for
data values, data quality measurement, assessment, or usability
decisions orientated to Big Data.

2. Consider reusing existing ontologies. The proposed ontology ex-
tends BIGOWL, which has been successfully assessed to define
the lifecycle of a workflow, from data reading to the results view.
Furthermore, BIGOWL4DQ reuses DQ-Vocab concepts, which
provide a metadata model for data quality, e.g. Dimension,
Dataset, etc.

3. Enumerate important terms in the ontology. Outstanding terms
have been selected from the literature on data quality, specif-
ically DQMIM and DQ-Vocab. In addition, terms from the on-
tologies aligned [62] are incorporated as well as Data Quality
Vocabulary. Examples of such terms are QualityMeasurement or
DataSet.

4. Define the classes and the class hierarchy. We have followed a
top-down approach in developing the class hierarchy. This fact
makes it easier to align with BIGOWL and Data Quality Vo-
cabulary, create annotation mappings, and employ a semantic
reasoner, among other things. Fig. 5 shows the core classes of the
ontology and the hierarchy of the ontology. For example, class
Business Rules has several subclasses, including Business Rules
Data Usability Decision, Business Rules Data Quality Assessment,
Business Rules Data Quality Measurement, and Business Rules Data
Value. BIGOWL4DQ has been developed using Protégé and OWL
2.

5. Define the properties of classes and slots. 37 object properties and
24 data properties have been included to relate classes and
define attributes. An illustrative set of properties is shown in Ta-
ble 3, where the class Clause is related to the class Condition by
means of the property of the object hasCondition. Data properties
of class Clause are annotation, or hasAssociatedHitPolicyCriteria.

6. Define the facets of the slots. This step aims to include cardinality
constraints and value restrictions for the ontology’s properties.
For example, the range of the property creationDate is restricted
to the date to indicate when the class BussinesRule is in its
domain.

7. Create instances. The instances or individuals in BIGOWL4DQ are
specific to the data quality domain. For example, Completeness
is an instance of the class DataQualityCharacteristic. The class
BusinessRule has a property hasHitPolicy (with range Policy) to
indicate general assertions or guidelines on how a business rule
is intended to operate. For example, to validate our proposal, an
educational use case from [25] was used to create its rules as
instances of BIGOWL4DQ and then assessed them. For example,
Fig. 6 shows a partial view of the RDF Graph for the DMN tables
for BR.DV.04. The complete set of ontology instances of this case
is available at ‘‘Case-study-data-quality-DMN4DQ.owl’’ file at the
GitHub repository.14

Fig. 5 shows the hierarchy to describe the primary data quality
ideas. There are defined classes to represent, throughout business rules,

14 https://github.com/ProyectoAether/BIGOWL4DQ.

https://github.com/ProyectoAether/BIGOWL4DQ
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Fig. 5. Overview of the BIGOWL for Data Quality ontology. Subclasses are shown by continuous arrows, whereas dotted arrows denote characteristics. BIGOWL4DQ defines data
quality concepts. There are four types of business rules: Data Value, Data Quality Measurement Dimension, Data Quality Dimension, and Data Usability Dimension. Furthermore,
it describes Quality Measure concepts, clauses, methods, decision criteria, conditions, etc.
Table 3
Data and object properties to annotate data quality concepts. It can be specified features like business rule domain or clause, hit policy, etc.

Object properties Description logic Textual description

domain ∃ domain Thing ⊑ BusinessOutput⊤ ⊑ ∀ domain (Primi-
tiveType ⊔ BusinessOutput)

Specifies the domain of the business output, ensuring it
belongs to the PrimitiveType or BusinessOutput category.

generates ∃ generates Thing ⊑ QualityMeasurementWay⊤ ⊑ ∀ generates Qual-
ityMeasure

Represents the method or way by which quality
measurements are generated, falling under the
QualityMeasurementWay or QualityMeasure categories.

hasAssociated ∃ hasAssociated Thing ⊑ Dataset⊤ ⊑ ∀ hasAssociated DataUsabili-
tyRecomendation

Links the property to its associated dataset, falling under the
Dataset or DataUsabilityRecommendation category.

hasClause ∃ hasClause Thing ⊑ BusinessRule⊤ ⊑ ∀ hasClause Clause Establishes a connection between a business rule and its
associated clause. It ensures that clauses belong to the
BusinessRule or Clause category.

hasCondition ∃ hasCondition Thing ⊑ Clause⊤ ⊑ ∀ hasCondition Condition Indicates the conditions associated with a clause, ensuring
they belong to the Clause or Condition category.

hasCriteriaDecision ∃ hasCriteriaDecision Thing
⊑ BusinessRuleDataUsabilityDecision⊤ ⊑ ∀ hasCriteriaDecision De-

cisionCriteria

Connects a business rule to its data usability decision
criteria, ensuring they fall under the
BusinessRuleDataUsabilityDecision or DecisionCriteria
category.

involves ∃ involves Thing ⊑ QualityMeasurementWay⊤ ⊑ ∀ involves Deci-
sionCriteria

Links a property to the decision criteria involved in quality
measurement, ensuring they belong to the
QualityMeasurementWay or DecisionCriteria category.

Data properties Description logic Textual description

annotation ∃ annotation Datatype ⊑ Clause⊤ ⊑ ∀ annotation Describes additional information or metadata associated with
a clause, falling under the Datatype or Clause category.

businessRulesSource ∃ businessRulesSource ⊑ BusinessRule⊤ ⊑ ∀ businessRulesSource Specifies the source of business rules, ensuring they belong
to the BusinessRule category.

creationDate ∃ creationDate ⊑ BusinessRule ⊤ ⊑ ∀ creationDate Datatype Represents the date when a business rule was created, falling
under the BusinessRule or Datatype category.

hasAssociatedHitPolicyCriteria ∃ hasAssociatedHitPolicyCriteria ⊑ Clause⊤ ⊑ ∀ hasAssociatedHit-
PolicyCriteria Datatype

Links a property to its associated hit policy criteria, falling
under the Clause or Datatype category.

name ∃ name ⊑ Field Represents the name associated with a field.
isCorrect ∃ isCorrect⊑ BusinessRule⊤ ⊑ ∀ isCorrect Datatype Indicates whether a business rule is correct, falling under the

BusinessRule or Datatype category.
isCompleteField ∃ isCompleteField⊑ Field⊤ ⊑ ∀ isCompleteField Datatype Specifies whether a field is complete, falling under the Field

or Datatype category.
isCompleteCondition ∃ isCompleteCondition⊑ Condition⊤ ⊑ ∀ isCompleteCondi-

tion Datatype
Indicates whether a condition is complete, falling under the
Condition or Datatype category.

isCompleteClause ∃ isCompleteClause⊑ Clause⊤ ⊑ ∀ isCompleteClause Datatype Specifies whether a clause is complete, falling under the
Clause or Datatype category.

isComplete ∃ isComplete⊑ BusinessRule⊤ ⊑ ∀ isComplete Datatype Indicates whether a business rule is complete, falling under
the BusinessRule or Datatype category.
the user requirements for the data in a context of use to generate
a recommendation on the usability of the data. There are four types
of business rules: Data Value, Data Quality Measurement Dimension,
Data Quality Dimension, and Data Usability Dimension. To measure
7

the quality of the different business rules, the class Data Quality Char-
acteristic, measured by the class Quality Measure, uses different ways
annotated with the class Quality Measurement Way and methods de-
termined by the class Calculation Method. Furthermore, more classes
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Fig. 6. General overview of an example of BIGOWL4DQ instances for one DMN table. In red, the ellipses depict the classes described in our ontology. In addition, in black ellipses,
the samples created to illustrate the example of the DMN table are shown. The arrows represent the properties of the data and objects.
are indicated to describe other concepts like clauses, decision criteria,
conditions, etc. The complete ontology is developed in ‘‘bigowl4dq.owl’’
file and available in the GitHub repository14.

3.2. Reasoning rule framework

The high number of business rules for data quality can imply a
complex validation process. Some of the most common validations are
based on analysing correctness and completeness. In the context of
DMN tables, Dumas et al. [72] proposed a formal validation that anal-
yses possible missing and overlapping rules, duplicate rules, conflicting
rules, shadowed rules, types of expression, correct use of enumerations,
and correctly connected requirement graphs. The proposal is supported
by two tools to validate the DMN tables: dmn-js15 and dmn-check.16 In
contrast with those tools, our proposal validates DMN tables and any
business rules.

This section describes a set of SWRL rules to control correctness
and completeness using a semantic-based approach. The SWRL rules
can consider the data quality rule aspects and the semantic context of
the problem under study. BIGOWL4DQ defines a set of SWRL rules on
top of the OWL 2 ontology to derive new information from existing
knowledge. These rules are used by semantic reasoning tasks primarily
concerned with verifying the validity of the rules, such as identifying
rules that are (in)compatible with the input domain, clauses, condi-
tions, etc. Another possible use is to check the completeness of the
rules, i.e., every potential input configuration trigger has at least one
associated rule. Thus, the primary purpose of these rules is to create
well-formed business rules. These SWRL are included in the complete
ontology (‘‘bigowl4dq.owl’’) available in the GitHub repository14.

15 dmn-js: http://dmn.cs.ut.ee.
16 dmn-check: https://github.com/red6/dmn-check#validations.
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The following is a list of these rules to check the validity of several
concerns of the identified business rules for data quality evaluation and
assessment:

- SWRL Rule for checking the correctness in Business Rules
Data Value. This rule is used to check the compatibility between the
domains of the business rules and the field in which the data are
applied. In addition, it is assessed that the rules contain clauses and
define their conditions and outputs.

Correctness of Business Rule Data Value

bigowl4dq:BusinessRuleDataValue(?br) ^
bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond) ^
bigowl4dq:outputClause(?cl, ?outCl) ^
bigowl4dq:inputRef(?br, ?ref) ^
bigowl4dq:hasFieldDomain(?ref, ?indo) ^
bigowl4dq:outputDomain(?br, ?od) ^
bigowl4dq:inputDomain(?br, ?indo) ^
bigowl4dq:outputResult(?br, ?ores) ^
bigowl4dq:domain(?ores, ?od) ->
bigowl4dq:isCorrect(?br, true)

- SWRL Rule for checking the correctness in Business Rules
Data Quality Measurement Dimension. This rule examines the har-
mony between the input data domain of the Data Quality Measurement
Dimension (DQMD) rules and the output data domain of the Data
Value rules. Both domains must match because the output of the data
quality rules for data values (BR.DV) is the input of the DQMD rules.
In addition, it checks that the clauses, conditions, and outcomes are
well-defined in the DQMD rules.

http://dmn.cs.ut.ee
https://github.com/red6/dmn-check#validations
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Correctness in Business Rules Data Quality Measurement

bigowl4dq:BusinessRuleDataValue(?br) ^
bigowl4dq:outputResult(?brDV, ?or) ^
bigowl4dq:outputDomain(?br, ?od) ^
bigowl4dq:inputDomain(?br, ?or) ^
bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond) ^
bigowl4dq:outputClause(?cl, ?outCl) ->
bigowl4dq:isCorrect(?br, true)

- SWRL Rule for checking the correctness in Business Rules
ata Quality Assessment. This rule checks for compatibility between

he input data domain of the Data Quality Assessment (DQA) rules and
he DQMD’s output data domain. The result of the DQMD rules is the
nput of the DQA rules. Therefore, both domains must be compatible.
t also ensures that the clauses, conditions, and outcomes of the DQA
ules are well-defined.

Correctness in Business Rules Data Quality Assessment

bigowl4dq:BusinessRuleDataQualityAssessment(?br) ^
bigowl4dq:outputResult(?br, ?or) ^
bigowl4dq:BusinessRuleDataUsabilityDecision(br) ^
bigowl4dq:outputDomain(?br, ?od) ^
bigowl4dq:inputDomain(?br, ?or) ^
bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond) ^
bigowl4dq:outputClause(?cl, ?outCl) ->
bigowl4dq:isCorrect(?br, true)

- SWRL Rule for checking the correctness in Business Rules
ata Usability Decision. This rule verifies that the input data domain
f the Data Usability Decision (DUD) rules and the output data domain
f the DQA are compatible. Both domains must be identical because
he output of the DQA rules equals the input of the DUD rules. It also
dequately defines the DUD rules’ clauses, conditions, and results.

Correctness in Business Rules Data Usability Decision

bigowl4dq:BusinessRuleDataUsabilityDecision(?br) ^
bigowl4dq:outputResult(?br, ?or) ^
bigowl4dq:outputDomain(?br, ?od) ^
bigowl4dq:inputDomain(?br, ?or) ^
bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond) ^
bigowl4dq:outputClause(?cl, ?outCl) ->
bigowl4dq:isCorrect(?br, true)

- Rules for checking the completeness in a condition. This family
f rules proves that the range of values defined in a clause condition
overs any input value. There are rules for checking the interval of
umeric, Boolean, or String values.

For instance, the following rule verifies that a maximum value
f an interval of a numeric field is covered; it is checked that the
aximum value defined in the interval of a condition is equal to

he value specified in the other conditions. This means that the first
9

ondition defines its interval as [1, 3] and the second condition as >3. As
a consequence, all values greater than or equal to 1 are covered by those
conditions. Rules have been described for all different combinations.

Case 1: Completeness in a condition

bigowl4dq:BusinessRuleDataValue(?br) ^
bigowl4dq:inputRef(?br, ?inRef) ^
bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond) ^
bigowl4dq:inputDomainCondition(?cond, ?inRef) ^
bigowl4dq:hasValueCondition(?cond, ?valCond) ^
bigowl4dq:inputDomainCondition(?cond2, ?inRef) ^
bigowl4dq:hasValueCondition(?cond2, ?valCond2) ^
bigowl4dq:hasOperator(?valCond,
bigowl4dq:BetweenValues) ^
bigowl4dq:hasOperator(?valCond2,
bigowl4dq:EqualOrGreater) ^
bigowl4dq:rangeMax(?valCond, ?max) ^
bigowl4dq:valueConditionNumber(?valCond2, ?max) ->
bigowl4dq:isCompleteCondition(?cond, true)

In the case where the condition contains the default value (e.g., ‘‘-
’), this means that the condition will meet any input value; therefore,
his condition will be triggered by any input value; then, the condition
s established as complete.

Case 2: Completeness in a condition

bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:hasAssociatedHitPolicyCriteria(?cl, ?hit) ^
bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond) ^
bigowl4dq:hitCondition(?cond, ?hit) ^
bigowl4dq:hasValueCondition(?cond, ?valCond) ^
bigowl4dq:valueConditionString(?valCond, ?str) ^
swrlb:equal(?str, "-") ->
bigowl4dq:isCompleteCondition(?cond, true)

- Rules for checking the completeness in a clause. One or more
conditions form a clause. Two rules have been defined to assess the
completeness of a clause.

The first case is when a clause contains only one condition. In this
case, the rule checks the completeness of the condition and inherits its
value, as shown below.

Case 1: Completeness in a clause

bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond) ^
bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:isCompleteCondition(?cond, ?valCond) ^
swrlb:equal(?valCond, true) ^
bigowl4dq:numberCondition(?cl, ?num) ^
swrlb:equal(?num, 1) ^
bigowl4dq:hitCondition(?cond, ?hit) ^
bigowl4dq:hasAssociatedHitPolicyCriteria(?cl, ?hit)
-> bigowl4dq:isCompleteClause(?cl, true)

The second case is when a clause has two or more conditions; in this
case, the rule assesses the completeness of each pair of conditions, and
only when all its conditions meet the completeness, the clause does it.
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Case 2: Completeness in a clause

bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond) ^
bigowl4dq:hasCondition(?cl, ?cond2) ^
bigowl4dq:numberCondition(?cl, ?num) ^
swrlb:greaterThan(?num, 1) ^
differentFrom(?cond, ?cond2) ^
bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:isCompleteCondition(?cond, ?valCond) ^
swrlb:equal(?valCond, true) ^
bigowl4dq:isCompleteCondition(?cond2, ?valCon2) ^
swrlb:equal(?valCond2, true) ^
bigowl4dq:hitCondition(?cond, ?hit) ^
bigowl4dq:hasAssociatedHitPolicyCriteria(?cl, ?hit) ^
bigowl4dq:hitCondition(?cond2, ?hit) ->
bigowl4dq:isCompleteClause(?cl, true)

- Rule for checking the completeness in a business rule. A
business rule is triggered with any input value only if it contains at least
one completeness clause. Thus, if we find at least one completeness
clause, then the completeness of the business rules is ensured.

Completeness in a business rule

bigowl4dq:hasClause(?br, ?cl) ^
bigowl4dq:isCompleteClause(?cl, true) ->
bigowl4dq:isComplete(?br, true)

3.2.1. SWRL validation
Two experiments have been conducted from the educational use

case presented in [25] have been conducted to validate the proposed
semantic approach. In both tests, the data quality rules are described
as DMN business rules. The experiments assess the correctness and
completeness of the DMN rules through the SWRL rules described in
BIGOWL4DQ. The use case is based on a catalogue of servers for private
clouds. The data provide information about the different features of the
servers, such as the amount of RAM, storage capacity, clock speed, etc.
There are defined SWRL rules to evaluate the correctness of the business
rules. The DMN tables are used to validate the SWRL rules in this case.
Fig. 7(a) shows how the SWRL rule is used to check the correctness of
a data quality rule for the value of the data. In the blue area, the SWRL
rule checks to see if the business rule comprises at least a clause, a con-
dition, and an input field for the condition. The orange portion of the
SWRL rule also verifies that the inputs and outputs of the field, clause,
condition, and business rules are consistent. The instances generated
for this table produce as a result the assertion of a ‘‘true’’ value for
the data property isCorrect for the instance of a BusinessRuleDataValue
lass (case:BRDV04 in Fig. 6). After the evaluation of all the correctness
ules, those rules that do not include the ‘‘true’’ value for the isCorrect
roperty are considered incorrect, while there are no new assertions.

In the case of the completeness of a rule, it is split into different
evels. First, it is checked that the conditions in the various clauses
over all the domains; then, it is checked that at least one clause of
he business rule is complete; if so, the rule fulfils the completeness.
ig. 7(b) shows an example of the use of a SWRL rule to assess
ompleteness at the condition level. Thus, the first section of the SWRL
ule, shown in blue, looks to see if the business rule has a hit policy and
t least one condition. Additionally, the orange portion of the SWRL
ule verifies that the condition includes at least a default value, in
his example, ‘‘-’’. After the evaluation of all the completeness rules,
hose rules that do not include the ‘‘true’’ value for the isCompleteClause
roperty are considered incomplete; meanwhile, there are no new
10

ssertions.
4. Use case

Sustainability assessment is a significant concern in smart farm-
ing [73]. As observed in Fig. 8, it is possible to take advantage of
a Big Data pipeline [74,75] to optimise specific smart farm decision-
making processes for sustainability, e.g., to optimise irrigation in spe-
cific periods with low humidity levels using Artificial Intelligence (AI)
techniques. This decision-making process conveys the production of
several indicators [76] using AI techniques to transform some raw
data in agricultural businesses [77]. However, sustainability assessment
presents some multi-criteria problems when producing these indicators.
Data quality has been shown to be one of these criteria for selecting the
corresponding arrows to enable farmers to make sound decisions [78].
Many data quality problems can affect the reliability of these indicators;
for example, incomplete or missing values can lead to undesirable
results, or data outside the allowed values may lead to inaccurate
results [79]. We confirm that the enumeration of the latter problems
in terms of incomplete or missing values could be too ambiguous, since
it is not stated how many incomplete data can be accepted to process
the data reliably.

Furthermore, merely enumerating the list cannot help identify how
to better design more directed corrective actions. To achieve this aim,
identifying the data quality characteristics that represent the data
quality requirements for each use case can help better support the data
preparation phases. These data quality problems are usually rooted in
difficulties in understanding and acting on the data and in adjusting
the data before applying any technique [80]. Therefore, it is essential
to provide users with practical and easy-to-understand information on
the level of data quality. In most contexts, this information can be
provided in terms of usability [25,81] before starting any decision-
making process to prevent a data quality problem that leads to a
misleading decision [82].

To illustrate the impact of data quality, we introduce the case study
presented in Fig. 8. This case is based on a real dataset for a smart farm
provided in [83–85]. This dataset collected information about a smart
farm from 42 locations where several sensors send information (with
different frequencies). Sensors measure hourly and daily volumetric
water content, soil temperature, and bulk electrical conductivity at
depths of 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 cm across the farm. These data are
stored in plain text (raw data) separated by sensors, day, and hour. The
complete dataset (available at17) consisted of 1,048,581 records. These
data records gather information for the following features:

• Location is the name of the sensor.
• Date of data reading.
• Time of data reading.
• 𝑉 𝑊 _30 cm is the humidity at 30 cm depth.
• 𝑉 𝑊 _60 cm is the humidity at 60 cm depth.
• 𝑉 𝑊 _90 cm is the humidity at 90 cm depth.
• 𝑉 𝑊 _120 cm is the humidity at 120 cm depth.
• 𝑉 𝑊 _150 cm is the humidity at 150 cm depth.
• 𝑇 _30 cm is the temperature at a depth of 30 cm.
• 𝑇 _60 cm is the temperature at a depth of 60 cm.
• 𝑇 _90 cm is the temperature at a depth of 90 cm.
• 𝑇 _120 cm is the temperature at a depth of 120 cm.
• 𝑇 _150 cm is the temperature at a depth of 150 cm.
These data can be used to automate sensor re-calibration [86]. A

significant concern in this scenario is the data acquisition in which
several heterogeneous sensors are distributed across a location, and
precise and accurate measurements are desirable. Due to the sensors’
heterogeneity, their sensors’ calibration can vary, creating problems
in readings, and therefore in the quality levels of the data obtained.
Of course, it can affect further processing based on the data on a
non-well-calibrated sensor.

17 https://doi.org/10.15482/USDA.ADC/1349683.

https://doi.org/10.15482/USDA.ADC/1349683
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Fig. 7. SWRL rules to check properties of a business rule described by a DMN table. At the top (a), the SWRL rule assesses the correctness of a Business Rule Data Value. The
bottom (b) represents how to evaluate a rule’s completeness.
Fig. 8. Smart Farm scenario where data is collected from different locations. Each one
has a group of sensors that provides raw data like temperature, humidity, etc. Finally,
all data are analysed using a Big Data pipeline.

After inspecting the data, the dataset included some quality-related
problems [83–85]. From a classical point of view of data preparation,
the surrounding actions are directed at cleaning the data. This data
cleaning will probably include validating if known data errors are
required to be analysed for the context of use rather than previously
determining if data have an adequate level of quality enough for the
task at hand. In this case, this would involve first determining the risk
11
appetite of the data scientists in charge of designing the sensor re-
calibration model. The risk appetite will be used to delimit whether or
not a data record should be used for the task at hand. In DMN4DQ, risk
appetite is represented by means of the corresponding business rules
that define the data quality requirement of users.

Evaluating the potential impact of inadequate levels of quality of the
data used (i.e., Time, Date, Location, 𝑉 𝑊 _30 cm, 𝑉 𝑊 _60 cm, etc.) and
based on the recalibration process [86], we provide some suggestions
on the levels of quality of these features required for optimal use for
recalibration according to experts. In this sense, we identified two data
quality dimensions (completeness and accuracy) as criteria to better
examine the data pattern to recalibrate the sensors. Taking advantage
of the application of the BR4DQ methodology [42], the set of business
rules for the data values (see Table 4 introduced in [85]) was classified
for each attribute of the data and grouped for each characteristic of the
quality of the data considered during the assessment (see Table 5).

Table 6 gathers the various business rules to measure the character-
istics of data quality selected for the case study.

Table 7 gathers the corresponding business rules for the assessment
of the quality of the data from the case study.

Table 8 shows the business rules –representing the risk appetite of
the organisation– to determine whether the data should be used or
not for the task at hand of recalibrating sensors. It shows the results
of applying the BR.DUD to the dataset and gathers the results of the
determination of the usability of the data.

Fig. 9 shows the instance of the BR.DV09 table using BIGOWL4DQ.
This instance links to the inputs, output domains, and the four clauses.
This instance is an example of a correct and complete rule, so the
reasoner will end up adding the facts isCorrect and isComplete (applying
the SWRL rules).

In this use case, SWRL validation has been performed; for instance,
Fig. 10 depicts a DMN table of assessment that fails to fulfil the rule of
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Fig. 9. At the top is depicted the DMN table of the business rule data value BR.DV09. Its annotation at the bottom includes data and object properties with BIGOWL4DQ using
the tool Protégé.
Fig. 10. DMN table (BR.DQM for Accuracy) fails to fulfil the rule of completeness. The blue colour is used to show the part of the SWRL rule that assesses the completeness and
passes it. Additionally, the orange colour describes the part of the rule that evaluates the completeness and does not meet it.
completeness; the rule detects that there are no rows with all its cells
with the default value ‘‘-’’. In addition, the range of values in the table
is not completely covered.

All annotations for this use case using the BIGOWL4DQ ontology
together with the SWRL rules are available in the GitHub repository14

in the file ‘‘Case-study-data-quality-smart-farm.owl’’. Furthermore, the
DMN tables can be found in the file ‘‘Case-study-dmn-smart-farm.dmn’’.

5. Threats to validity

Evaluation of threats to validity is critical to ensure the quality of
the study, and evaluation of threats to validity is critical. Following
12
the guidance published in [87], four aspects of validity should be
considered:

• Construct validity: This aspect concerns the degree to which the
application of constructs is justified about research objectives
and questions [88]. The main goal is to create an ontology
that improves reasoning capabilities concerning data quality di-
mensions for Big Data workflows. For this purpose, we have
developed the BIGOWL4DQ ontology. The rationale for construct-
ing BIGOWL4DQ is based on two previous works, the DMN4QD
methodology [25] and the BIGOWL [2] ontology. Furthermore,
we have used the DMN standard to describe business rules for
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Table 4
Description of the business rule data value per data attribute. The first column indicates
the data features. The second one indicates the rule where the feature has been
employed. And finally, the third column is a description of the business rule.

Features Business rule ID Business rule statement

Location BR.DV1 Location contains data other than null,
empty or blank.

Date BR.DV2 Date contains data other than null,
empty, or blank.

Time BR.DV3 Time contains data other than null,
empty, or blank.

𝑉 𝑊 _30 cm, 𝑇 _30
cm

BR.DV4 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
30 cm contain data other than null or
‘‘NA’’.

𝑉 𝑊 _60 cm, 𝑇 _60
cm

BR.DV5 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
60 cm contain data other than null or
‘‘NA’’.

𝑉 𝑊 _90 cm, 𝑇 _90
cm

BR.DV6 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
90 cm contain data other than null or
‘‘NA’’.

𝑉 𝑊 _120 cm,
𝑇 _120 cm

BR.DV7 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
120 cm contain data other than null or
‘‘NA’’.

𝑉 𝑊 _150 cm,
𝑇 _150 cm

BR.DV8 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
150 cm contain data other than null or
‘‘NA’’.

𝑉 𝑊 _30 cm, 𝑇 _30
cm

BR.DV9 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
30 cm are in different ranges: (1) if the
humidity is in the range of 0.150 to
0.700 and the temperature between 1
and 45 degrees; (2) in the case where
the temperature is below 1 degree or
above 45; and, (3) in the case where the
humidity is above 0.700.

𝑉 𝑊 _60 cm, 𝑇 _60
cm

BR.DV10 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
30 cm are in different ranges: (1) it is
‘‘realistic’’ when the humidity is in the
range of 0.150 to 0.700 and the
temperature between 1 and 45 degrees;
(2) it is ‘‘unusual’’ when the temperature
is below 1 degree or above 45, also
when the humidity is above 0.700;
otherwise, (3) it is ‘‘unrealistic’’.

𝑉 𝑊 _90 cm, 𝑇 _90
cm

BR.DV11 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
30 cm are in different ranges: (1) it is
‘‘realistic’’ when the humidity is in the
range of 0.150 to 0.700 and the
temperature between 1 and 45 degrees;
(2) it is ‘‘unusual’’ when the temperature
is below 1 degree or above 45, also
when the humidity is above 0.700;
otherwise, (3) it is ‘‘unrealistic’’.

𝑉 𝑊 _120 cm,
𝑇 _120 cm

BR.DV12 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
30 cm are in different ranges: (1) it is
‘‘realistic’’ when the humidity is in the
range of 0.150 to 0.700 and the
temperature between 1 and 45 degrees;
(2) it is ‘‘unusual’’ when the temperature
is below 1 degree or above 45, also
when the humidity is above 0.700;
otherwise, (3) it is ‘‘unrealistic’’.

𝑉 𝑊 _150 cm,
𝑇 _150 cm

BR.DV13 Volumetric and Temperature sensors at
30 cm are in different ranges: (1) it is
‘‘realistic’’ when the humidity is in the
range of 0.150 to 0.700 and the
temperature between 1 and 45 degrees;
(2) it is ‘‘unusual’’ when the temperature
is below 1 degree or above 45, also
when the humidity is above 0.700;
otherwise, (3) it is ‘‘unrealistic’’.

data quality and the Data Quality Vocabulary (DQV) by W3C
and the two standards ISO/IEC 25012 and 25024 for the exten-
sion of data quality dimensions. Although these standards give
BIGOWL4DQ very solid baselines, it has been impossible to study
13
Table 5
Business rules for data value and data quality characteristics. The first column indicates
the data quality characteristics. The second one shows the list of rules employed by
the Business Rules Data Value. And finally, the third column is a description of the
data quality characteristics.

DQ
characteristics

Business rule for data
value

Description

Completeness BR.DV1, BR.DV2,
BR.DV3, BR.DV4,
BR.DV5, BR.DV6,
BR.DV7, BR.DV8

Detect missing relevant data
from the dataset that may
lead to undesirable results.

Accuracy BR.DV9, BR.DV10,
BR.DV11, BR.DV12,
BR.DV13

Detect the values collected by
the sensors are not reliable
due to the extreme values.

Table 6
Description of business rules for data quality measurement for completeness and
accuracy characteristics.

DQ
characteristics

Business
rule ID

Business rule statement

Completeness BR.DQM.1 Location, data, time, and volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _30 cm)
and temperature (𝑇 _30 cm) sensors contain values.
(BR.DV1,BR.DV2,BR.DV3,BR.DV4)

Completeness BR.DQM.2 Location, data, time, and volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _60 cm)
and temperature (𝑇 _60 cm) sensors contain values.
(BR.DV1,BR.DV2,BR.DV3,BR.DV5)

Completeness BR.DQM.3 Location, data, time, and volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _90 cm)
and temperature (𝑇 _90 cm) sensors contain values.
(BR.DV1,BR.DV2,BR.DV3,BR.DV6)

Completeness BR.DQM.4 Location, data, time, and volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _120 cm)
and temperature (𝑇 _120 cm) sensors contain
values. (BR.DV1,BR.DV2,BR.DV3,BR.DV7)

Completeness BR.DQM.5 Location, data, time, and volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _150 cm)
and temperature (𝑇 _150 cm) sensors contain
values. (BR.DV1,BR.DV2,BR.DV3,BR.DV8)

Accuracy BR.DQM.1 Volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _30 cm) and temperature (𝑇 _30
cm) sensors provided ‘‘realistic’’ values (BR.DV9).

Accuracy BR.DQM.2 Volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _60 cm) and temperature (𝑇 _60
cm) sensors provided ‘‘realistic’’ values (BR.DV10).

Accuracy BR.DQM.3 Volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _90 cm) and temperature (𝑇 _90
cm) sensors provided ‘‘realistic’’ values (BR.DV11).

Accuracy BR.DQM.4 Volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _120 cm) and temperature (𝑇 _120
cm) sensors provided ‘‘realistic’’ values (BR.DV12).

Accuracy BR.DQM.5 Volumetric (𝑉 𝑊 _150 cm) and temperature (𝑇 _150
cm) sensors provided ‘‘realistic’’ values (BR.DV13).

Table 7
Statement description of how each business data quality assessment is evaluated.

Business rule ID Business rule statement

BR.DQA.1 It is ‘‘suitable’’ for those records that have a Completeness
measurement greater than or equal to 5 and accuracy greater
than or equal to 100. All the sensors provided complete and
accurate data.

BR.DQA.2 It is ‘‘enough quality’’ when there is at least a value equal to
or greater than 3 in the Completeness measurement and
greater than or equal to 60 in the Accuracy measurement.
Thus, three or four sensors provided complete and accurate
readings.

BR.DQA.3 It is ‘‘bad quality’’ when complete readings from one or two
sensors but with a precision below 60.

BR.DQA.4 It is ‘‘non-useable’’ in any other case.

Table 8
Description of business rule data decision to determine the level of usability.

Business rule ID Business rule statement Recommendation

BR.DUD.1 Data recorded assessed as
‘‘suitable‘‘ or ‘‘enough quality’’

‘‘Use’’

BR.DUD.2 Otherwise ‘‘Do not use’’
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the entire state of the art; hence there may be approaches in the
literature that can be used to complement BIGOWL4DQ.

• Internal validity: This aspect is related to the quality of the study,
as this aspect is highly dependent on the study procedures and
the strictness of their execution, so this aspect depends on the
efficiency of the study. To avoid possible bias in the construction
of the ontology, we have followed the standard Ontology develop-
ment process 101 [28]. The use of this standard provides a piece
of trustworthiness in the development process.

• External validity: This aspect is related to the possibility of gener-
alising the results and is of interest to others outside of the study.
BIGOWL4DQ is prepared to be used in any Big Data workflow in
which we need to measure and assess the data quality’s usability
level. We have developed BIGOWL4DQ using as a reference the
DMN4DQ results, ensuring that it is applicable in an educational
case study. Then, BIGOWL4DQ has also been validated in the
context of a practical use case of smart farms related to soil
sensor networks. Although the application for two points is not a
proof of generalisation, we provided all the resources to enable
the replication of the case studies presented in the paper. To
facilitate generalisation, we offer the BIGOWL4DQ ontology, the
implementation of the SWRL rules, and the instances of the two
case (educational and realistic) studies for the community in the
available repository. This enables anyone to use BIGOWL4DQ and
apply it to the context.

• Conclusion validity: This aspect aims to reach relevant conclu-
sions through a rigorous and repeatable treatment. As mentioned
above, we provided access to all the material to enable replica-
tion, and also the BIGOWL4DQ ontology is provided. With this,
we achieve a twofold purpose, the reproduction of case studies,
and we open our approach to the community for the application
in any context.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Considering data quality in the Big Data workflow, we propose
BIGOWL4DQ, an ontology to describe business data quality rules,
characteristics, measurements, and assessments. This proposal not only
facilitates the integration of any data set in a Big Data analytics
process for a later application of AI algorithms, but also provides
the required mechanisms for reasoning in the set of business quality
rules. Our proposal represents actionable knowledge to automate the
process of better-supporting data preparation and to reduce the com-
plexity of defining the main concepts of Data Quality management
when designing Artificial Intelligence workflows and integrated reason-
ing capacities. Furthermore, BIGOWL4DQ has been validated in two
case studies, including a smart farming case study within an Artificial
Intelligence analysis and an academic use case.

Using reasoning that takes advantage of axioms and SWRL rules en-
ables the discovery of implicit knowledge hidden in the expert knowl-
edge expressed in the ontology. The designed process also allows for
the identification of correct and complete business rules. Thus, any
rule proved to be correct and complete is extended with explicit data
properties showing this fact. Under the Open-World Assumption, any
rule not annotated as correct or complete cannot be directly classified
as incorrect or incomplete. However, from a practical point of view,
we will consider that these rules could be incorrect or incomplete;
meanwhile, experts do not add new knowledge to the ontology.

In future work, we plan to develop software tools to automatically
create BIGOWL4DQ instances from data quality business rules. Thus,
the use of any tool creating data quality business rules for Data Quality
will be possible to automatically translate to OWL 2. This transla-
tion based on BIGOWL will also enable the extension of TITAN [89]
to consider the Data Quality dimensions in the design of Big Data
14

workflows.
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